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This paper accounts for variation between the indicative and subjunctive in German reported speech contexts. The subjunctive always gets sequence of tense (SOT) interpretations
(von Stechow, 1995), and the complement need only be true for the attitude holder, shown in
(1). The indicative always gets a double access reading (DAR) (Abusch, 1988; Ogihara, 1995), but
in V2-contexts the complement proposition must be evaluated as true for the speaker (Sode &
Truckenbrodt, 2018). The indicative contexts are shown in (2).
(1) a. Saskia glaubt, [dass Maria in Vancouver sei/wäre]
Saskia believes that Maria in Vancouver be〈pr es/past 〉

(2)

b. Saskia glaubt, [Maria sei/wäre
in Vancouver]
Saskia believes, Maria be〈pr es/past 〉 in Vancouver
a. Saskia glaubt, [dass Maria in Vancouver ist]
Saskia believes that Maria in Vancouver is〈pr es〉

b. Saskia glaubt, Maria #ist
in Vancouver
Saskia believes, Maria is〈pr es〉 in Vancouver
Earlier accounts have not accounted for the tense and modal patterns in a unified way
(Fabricius-Hansen & Saebo, 2004; Schlenker, 2004; Schlenker, 2005; Giorgi, 2009; Sode & Truckenbrodt, 2018). I assume that the speaker commitment observed in indicative V2 is a result of
the complement proposition being evaluated in the utterance world — i.e. an unbound world
variable. I build on a pronominal theory of tense (t) (cf. Partee, 1989), where the pronoun can
be referential (as in the case of DAR in (2a)), or bound (as in SOT). Building on Kratzer, 1998,
I treat the subjunctive as the spell-out of a minimal tense pronoun, i.e. a temporal index (cf.
Kratzer, 2009). Bare indices that move to a functional head are interpreted as binders, binding
their trace (Kratzer, 2005; 2009, among others), but the referential tense [pres] cannot be bound,
therefore indicative always gives rise to DAR. SOT arises either through T-C movement (in 5), or
via binding by a base-generated binder in C (in 4) (cf. Chierchia, 1989). The referential tense of
indicative in T cannot be bound by C, but the proposition’s world variable can (in 6), deriving
DAR but no speaker commitment. To force speaker commitment in V2 indicative I propose a
constraint on binder indices as given in (3).
(3) Uniformity Principle: A functional head cannot simultaneously be interpreted as both a
binder head and a referential head.
The Uniformity Principle rules out representations like (7) because The C0 in (7) ([PRES],λw) violates Uniformity: when they are both bundled on the same head, [ PRES ] cannot be interpreted
referentially when the world variable is a binder (i.e. as λw). So the world variable is forced to
be unbound - i.e. speaker commitment. Uniformity is not violated by either T0 or C0 in (6).
(4) V-final subjunctive (1a)
[C P [C 0 λ<w,t> ] [T P . . . [T 0 <w,t>] ]]
(5) V2 subjunctive (1b)
[C P [C 0 λ<w,t> ] [T P . . . [T 0 <w,t>] ]]
(6) V-final indicative (2a)
[C P [C 0 λw ] [T P . . . [T 0 < [PRES],w> ] ]]
(7) V2 indicative (2b)
[C P [C 0 [PRES],λw ] [T P . . . [T 0 <w,t>] ]]
In conclusion, the Uniformity Hypothesis comprehensively accounts for the tense and modal
(world-binding) patterns in German reportative contexts.
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